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La atracción humana hacia la guerra - La guerra y la percepción de la realidad - Realidades alternas y conducta humana
- Guerras míticas y guerras sensoriales - La guerra y las necesidades psicológicas del individuo - La guerra y la
conducta gubernamental : la hipótesis forma-función.
The definitive refutation to the argument of The Bell Curve. When published in 1981, The Mismeasure of Man was
immediately hailed as a masterwork, the ringing answer to those who would classify people, rank them according to their
supposed genetic gifts and limits. And yet the idea of innate limits—of biology as destiny—dies hard, as witness the
attention devoted to The Bell Curve, whose arguments are here so effectively anticipated and thoroughly undermined by
Stephen Jay Gould. In this edition Dr. Gould has written a substantial new introduction telling how and why he wrote the
book and tracing the subsequent history of the controversy on innateness right through The Bell Curve. Further, he has
added five essays on questions of The Bell Curve in particular and on race, racism, and biological determinism in
general. These additions strengthen the book's claim to be, as Leo J. Kamin of Princeton University has said, "a major
contribution toward deflating pseudo-biological 'explanations' of our present social woes."
Perkins, a former chief economist at a Boston strategic-consulting firm, confesses he was an "economic hit man" for 10
years, helping U.S. intelligence agencies and multinationals cajole and blackmail foreign leaders into serving U.S. foreign
policy and awarding lucrative contracts to American business.
A compelling 1996 intellectual biography of Eileen Power, a major British historian who once ranked alongside Tawney,
Trevelyan and Toynbee.
It will be an ideal text for students in history, media and cultural studies and journalism, but it will also appeal to a wide
general readership.
This now-classic examination of the development of viable political institutions in emerging nations is a major and enduring contribution to
modern political analysis. In a new Foreword, Francis Fukuyama assesses Huntington's achievement, examining the context of the book's
original publication as well as its lasting importance."This pioneering volume, examining as it does the relation between development and
stability, is an interesting and exciting addition to the literature."-American Political Science Review"'Must' reading for all those interested in
comparative politics or in the study of development."-Dankwart A. Rustow, Journal of International Affairs
This book, Paz’s first book-length essay, is the most famous of his works and a modern classic. Published in Spanish in 1950, it is
undoubtedly the most influential work that exists on problems of Mexican cultural identity. In this critical edition, Stanton introduces the work,
explores the historical circumstances in which it was written, its textual genesis, sequels and its influence. He analyzes key elements of the
essay, such as the structure, methodology, use of Freud, Jung, Marx, Nietzsche and the way it relates culture to history. This book contains
questions and themes for discussion and a select bibliography.
Ortega traces the course of Western civilization backward, searching out what makes a civilization rise or fall and offering a way of looking at
our own time. Based on a series of lectures on A. J. Toynbee's A Study of History.
Hayden White borrows the title for The Practical Past from philosopher Michael Oakeshott, who used the term to describe the accessible
material and literary-artistic artifacts that individuals and institutions draw on for guidance in quotidian affairs. The Practical Past, then, forms
both a summa of White’s work to be drawn upon and a new direction in his thinking about the writing of history. White’s monumental
Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (1973) challenged many of the commonplaces of professional historical
writing and wider assumptions about the ontology of history itself. It formed the basis of his argument that we can never recover “what
actually happened”in the past and cannot really access even material culture in context. Forty years on, White sees “professional history" as
falling prey to narrow specialization, and he calls upon historians to take seriously the practical past of explicitly “artistic” works, such as
novels and dramas, and literary theorists likewise to engage historians.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the best and most successful guide to reading comprehension for the general
reader, completely rewritten and updated with new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not just why we should read books, but how
we should read them. It's masterfully done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in 1940, this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic
that introduces and elucidates the various levels of reading and how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through systematic skimming
and inspectional reading, to speed reading. Readers will learn when and how to “judge a book by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read
critically, and extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is instruction in the different techniques that work best for reading
particular genres, such as practical books, imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and mathematics, philosophy and social
science works. Finally, the authors offer a recommended reading list and supply reading tests you can use measure your own progress in
reading skills, comprehension, and speed.
I want to try and understand why so many people commit crimes in the name of identity,” writes Amin Maalouf. Identity is the crucible out of
which we come: our background, our race, our gender, our tribal affiliations, our religion (or lack thereof), all go into making up who we are.
All too often, however, the notion of identity—personal, religious, ethnic, or national—has given rise to heated passions and even massive
crimes. Moving across the world’s history, faiths, and politics, he argues against an oversimplified and hostile interpretation of the concept.
He cogently and persuasively examines identity in the context of the modern world, where it can be viewed as both glory and poison. Evident
here are the dangers of using identity as a protective—and therefore aggressive—mechanism, the root of racial, geographical, and colonialist
subjugation throughout history. Maalouf contends that many of us would reject our inherited conceptions of identity, to which we cling through
habit, if only we examined them more closely. The future of society depends on accepting all identities, while recognizing our individualism.
Technics and Civilization first presented its compelling history of the machine and critical study of its effects on civilization in 1934—before
television, the personal computer, and the Internet even appeared on our periphery. Drawing upon art, science, philosophy, and the history of
culture, Lewis Mumford explained the origin of the machine age and traced its social results, asserting that the development of modern
technology had its roots in the Middle Ages rather than the Industrial Revolution. Mumford sagely argued that it was the moral, economic, and
political choices we made, not the machines that we used, that determined our then industrially driven economy. Equal parts powerful history
and polemic criticism, Technics and Civilization was the first comprehensive attempt in English to portray the development of the machine
age over the last thousand years—and to predict the pull the technological still holds over us today. “The questions posed in the first
paragraph of Technics and Civilization still deserve our attention, nearly three quarters of a century after they were written.”—Journal of
Technology and Culture
Why I am not a Christian and other religious essays: Am I An Atheist Or An Agnostic?; My Religious Reminiscences;Religion and
Metaphysics; Has Religion Made Useful Contributions to Civilization?; How I Came by My Creed; Or, What I Believe; Why I Am a Rationalist.
Bertrand Arthur William Russell,18 May 1872–2 February 1970) was a British philosopher, logician, mathematician, historian, writer, social
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critic and political activist. At various points in his life he considered himself a liberal, a socialist, and a pacifist. In the early 20th century,
Russell led the British "revolt against idealism".He is considered one of the founders of analytic philosophy along with his predecessor Gottlob
Frege, colleague G. E. Moore, and his protégé Ludwig Wittgenstein. He is widely held to be one of the 20th century's premier logicians. With
A. N. Whitehead he wrote Principia Mathematica, an attempt to create a logical basis for mathematics.
From the author of Guns, Germs and Steel, Jared Diamond's Collapse: How Societies Choose to Fail or Survive is a visionary study of the
mysterious downfall of past civilizations. Now in a revised edition with a new afterword, Jared Diamond's Collapse uncovers the secret behind
why some societies flourish, while others founder - and what this means for our future. What happened to the people who made the forlorn
long-abandoned statues of Easter Island? What happened to the architects of the crumbling Maya pyramids? Will we go the same way, our
skyscrapers one day standing derelict and overgrown like the temples at Angkor Wat? Bringing together new evidence from a startling range
of sources and piecing together the myriad influences, from climate to culture, that make societies self-destruct, Jared Diamond's Collapse
also shows how - unlike our ancestors - we can benefit from our knowledge of the past and learn to be survivors. 'A grand sweep from a
master storyteller of the human race' - Daily Mail 'Riveting, superb, terrifying' - Observer 'Gripping ... the book fulfils its huge ambition, and
Diamond is the only man who could have written it' - Economis 'This book shines like all Diamond's work' - Sunday Times
Bunge contends that social science research has fallen prey to a postmodern fascination with irrationalism and relativism. He urges social
scientists to re-examine the philosophy and the methodology at the base of their discipline.
The real story behind the Tavistock Institute and its network, from a popular conspiracy expert The Tavistock Institute, in Sussex, England,
describes itself as a nonprofit charity that applies social science to contemporary issues and problems. But this book posits that it is the
world's center for mass brainwashing and social engineering activities. It grew from a somewhat crude beginning at Wellington House into a
sophisticated organization that was to shape the destiny of the entire planet, and in the process, change the paradigm of modern society. In
this eye-opening work, both the Tavistock network and the methods of brainwashing and psychological warfare are uncovered. With
connections to U.S. research institutes, think tanks, and the drug industry, the Tavistock has a large reach, and Tavistock Institute attempts to
show that the conspiracy is real, who is behind it, what its final long term objectives are, and how we the people can stop them.
Toynbee frente a los panoramas de la historiaEstudio de la historiaA Study of HistoryLondon, New York : G. Cumberlege, Oxford University
PressPoder ilustrado y revoluciónEDITUMFuegos bajo el aguala invención de utopíaFundacion Biblioteca AyacuchAnverso y reverso de
América Latinaestudios desde el fin del milenioWar and CivilizationNew York : Oxford University PressEl Crisol Del
CristianismoAdvenimiento de Una Nueva EraA Woman in HistoryEileen Power, 1889-1940Cambridge University Press
In 1889, while many Americans were disdainful of newly arrived immigrants, Jane Addams established Hull-House as a refuge for Chicago's
poor. The settlement house provided an unprecedented variety of social services. In this inspiring autobiography, Addams chronicles the
institution's early years and discusses the ever-relevant philosophy of social justice that served as its foundation.
With contributions from 35 leading economists, this forward-looking book explores the future of development economics against the
background of the past half-century of development thought and practice. Outstanding representatives of the past two generations of
development economists assess development thinking at the turn of the century and look to the unsettled questions confronting the next
generation.The volume offers a thorough analysis of the broad range of issues involved in development economics, and it is especially timely
in its critique of what is needed in development theory and policy to reduce poverty. An overriding issue is whether in the future 'development
economics' is to be regarded simply as applied economics or whether the nature and scope of development economics will constitute a need
for a special development theory to supplement general economic theory.'Frontiers of Development Economics' is an ideal reference for all
those working in the international development community.
The late German historian considers all forms and movements of human affairs as he predicts the inevitable eclipse of Western civilization, in
an abridged edition of the classic study, first published more than eighty years ago. Reprint.

The classic study of post-Cold War international relations, more relevant than ever in the post-9/11 world, with a new foreword by
Zbigniew Brzezinski. Since its initial publication, The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order has become a classic
work of international relations and one of the most influential books ever written about foreign affairs. An insightful and powerful
analysis of the forces driving global politics, it is as indispensable to our understanding of American foreign policy today as the day
it was published. As former National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski says in his new foreword to the book, it “has earned a
place on the shelf of only about a dozen or so truly enduring works that provide the quintessential insights necessary for a broad
understanding of world affairs in our time.” Samuel Huntington explains how clashes between civilizations are the greatest threat
to world peace but also how an international order based on civilizations is the best safeguard against war. Events since the
publication of the book have proved the wisdom of that analysis. The 9/11 attacks and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan have
demonstrated the threat of civilizations but have also shown how vital international cross-civilization cooperation is to restoring
peace. As ideological distinctions among nations have been replaced by cultural differences, world politics has been reconfigured.
Across the globe, new conflicts—and new cooperation—have replaced the old order of the Cold War era. The Clash of Civilizations
and the Remaking of World Order explains how the population explosion in Muslim countries and the economic rise of East Asia
are changing global politics. These developments challenge Western dominance, promote opposition to supposedly “universal”
Western ideals, and intensify intercivilization conflict over such issues as nuclear proliferation, immigration, human rights, and
democracy. The Muslim population surge has led to many small wars throughout Eurasia, and the rise of China could lead to a
global war of civilizations. Huntington offers a strategy for the West to preserve its unique culture and emphasizes the need for
people everywhere to learn to coexist in a complex, multipolar, muliticivilizational world.
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